
 

Trees: 

 Should Trees have Standing? 

 

 

 

  

They paved paradise 

And put up a parking lot 

They took all the trees 

Put ’em in a tree museum 

And they charged the people 

A dollar and a half just to see ’em 

Don’t it always seem to go 

That you don’t know what you’ve got 

’Til it’s gone... 

  

part of a song by Joni Mitchell 



  

  

Good title, Should Trees have Standing?. Simple answer: yes. 

More complex answer: 

Yes, they should have standing. In both senses, they should have rights and they should 

be left to grow. Trees are standing, in all senses of that phrase. Stands of trees should be 

protected from the greed of loggers. This is the name of a book published by Christopher 

Stone back in 1974,  Should Trees Have Standing?  Trees create themselves: there are no 

archetypes. Archetypes are fictions, misunderstood parts of language. Trees are real and 

are related to each other, if they are allowed to be the co-operators they are.  Why do 

humans think they are the ones who decide these things? That is the real mistake here. 

Actually trees have been their own deciders for millions of years. The notion that trees 

can be delegated standing when they have already had it long before humans even 

existed on the earth shows how absurd the question is. Trees had standing long before 

humans even existed. Human diminishment of trees has to do with making them seem 

stupid so they can be cut down with impunity, for the profit of certain too rich humans. 

This is wrongly called silviculture or Forestry. This has been shown to be harmful and 

irrelevant. 



 

Apple Tree in Orchard 

2014 

I have been studying trees for years now. Humans use them for wood, fruit etc. But few 

understand them. They are symbiotic with mushrooms, which are the sex or 

reproductive organs to mycelium, which is the actual structure of the Fungi organism. 

Humans tend to know only what they eat, which is the sexual organ of the Fungi 

organism. Few know even the reproductive structure of mushrooms. Occasionally  a 

person eats dangerous fungi, which has toxins in it and which interacts with the human 

body, and they either get very sick or less occasionally, die. Fungi are not human 

centered, they are largely self and tree centered, and they often coexist with trees in a 

symbiotic relation where the mycelium attaches itself to the roots of the trees and gives 



it  nutrients and a communication network in return for food, glucose, specifically. 

Killing off trees in clear cuts kills off the mycelium too. This is immoral. They have a 

communal relationship with each other, and clear cutting destroys this relationship. 

 

 

(Amanita Muscaria) Fly Algaric—tends to grow under Beech or Oak trees 

(This is part of a chest of drawers my spouse and I made for our daughter when she was 

born) 

It is worth mentioning the work on Dr. Suzanne Simard. Dr. Suzanne Simard’s work is 

spoken of in Richard Powers 2018 novel The Overstory. A character called Patricia 

Westerford has the idea that trees communicate with each other. She is made fun of and 

driven out of the profession by corrupt silvaculturists.  Later on in the novel, the 

character  is restored by well-meaning professionals. It was one of the best books I have 

read this year, not because the author seems rather addicted to violence against his 

characters, but  because the thesis of Dr, Simard and others. It is a good book about 

trees. He mentions the American Chestnut, 4 billion of which were killed off by an Asian 

blight in the early 1900s. He also spends a chapter or two on the Redwood wars out west 

and how the ‘tree sitters’ fought against the greed of the logging companies. So I 

mention it here.  



I moved to the Eureka area in Northern California in 2005-2007. Which was the tail end 

of this conflict. A young man was needlessly killed by the loggers. The bad guys were not 

so sch the loggers as the CEO of the logging corporations, who wanted to keep making 

profits at the expense of nature. 

  

There is a question that rears its ugly head with the American Chestnut tree. Since they 

unite it with the Japanese Chestnut using genetic engineering techniques, to make it 

resistant to the blight, is it moral or ethical to allow such trees to grow in the wild?  Will 

this open a door to genetic engineering of trees and other beings? This is still very much 

a live question.  

I have been studying the relation between fungi and trees for some years and it was good 

to finally read about a real person and her point of view in a fiction book. There is even 

an attack on the "Forestry service", which is good and correct.  

This ficton novel led me to the very non-fictional Dr. Simard, who has shown that trees 

are connected with Fungi and that Fungi do indeed provide trees with communication, 

nutrition and other benefits. She has also shown there are "Mother Trees", who have the 

largest fungi networks. These trees help their babies with chemicals given to them 

through mycorrhizal fungi which connect up with the roots of their babies. How the 

mother trees do this for their offspring is they provide them with nutrients, more so 

than other adjacent and unrelated plants that might be growing in that area. This means 

that the mother trees are directly related to their babies through root systems and 

mycorrhizal fungus networks. 

 



 

Small Tree Growing. 

(Late 1981 or early 1982) 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 



 

Indian Pipe 

2012 

There are others who have shown variations of the same ideas such as Peter Wohlleben 

in his Hidden Life of Trees, what they Feel, How they Communicate.  This thesis is when 

combined with Charles Little's the Dying of the Trees, results in the question of what 

happens to or forest’s mycelium when acid rain and chemical toxins are spread on it? So 

far I have not found an answer to this question, but I will keep looking. Charles Little 

does mention the Mycorrhizal Fungi idea of roots and mycelium symbiosis and shows 

that clear cutting in a very destructive process to  the fungi/root relationship as well as 

to animals and seeds, causing untold damage and destruction wherever it is practiced. 



(pg 138-39) He says that clear cutting gets rid of the seeds and mycelium. It should 

never have been begun. It certainly should be stopped now, not phased out. 

 I am glad to see that there is an increasing movement to study and see trees as having 

more of a life than Foresters who merely clear cut and kill them. I once stopped into a 

BLM office ( truly the "Bureau of Logging and Mining" not the Bureau of Land 

Management, as it is actually named) and they told me that animals who live in "their" 

forests, are merely "pests". This absurdity shows the political and market ideology of 

"silvaculture". It is a bogus "science", not really a science at all, but merely a gross 

money making activity.  Actually Mychorrizal trees are co-operating trees and they are 

nearly everywhere. Mother trees even help their own children. ---saplings with 

increased connections with Fungi pathways between trees are much more likely to 

survive. Silvaculturists are ignorant men who kill trees and destroy fungi and tree 

communities for profits. 

Saving old growth, saving legacies, saving mother trees and their children. as well as 

having enough local knowledge to identify such networks of trees and their children will 

help save trees. They are dying of over stress from the harms of human excess, overuse, 

and Climate Change. Climate Change is itself caused by ultra-rich bankers and corporate 

CEO's and leaders of fossil fuel companies who have no sense or awareness of what they 

are doing. They only care about making money. They are heating up the world’s weather 

so they can make billions off our wildfires, dying insects, dead Forests and dying coral 

reefs. They are destroying the world to serve their own greed. They need to be stopped. 

 

 

  

  

  



  

  

 

Train Through the Cuyahoga Valley 

2012 

I did this with my 3 year old son playing beside me in the woods. Those are Oak trees in 

the distance on the hill opposite. The oak leaves are the ones that are last to lose their 

leaves. The beech leaves stay on longer, but the leaves are dead. The dead leaves stay on 

the tree all winter. 



 I did a number of paintings near this pond. There is one that I did from 40 feet in front 

of the train you see above, off the tracks, looking up into the area where I did the 

painting above in the White Pines below. Indeed, these two paintings look at each other, 

as it were. 

 

Green Heron's World (2012) 

On one of the snags to the right, middle of this painting, barely visible here, is a tiny 

Kingfisher on top of the snag. Behind the Kingfisher, up in the White Pine area, is where 

I did this  painting below called “Turkeys in the Woods”. It is an amazing place. This is 



right above where I did “Green Heron's World”. I like to do this kind of jumping to a 

similar and close place. It shows the close relation of place to place. 

  

 

Turkeys in the Woods 

12--2011-16 



I did this  painting called “Turkeys in the Woods”, right above where I did “Green 

Heron's World”. I did this one again with my young son playing there while I did the 

ground and the trees fallen on it. It originally had a Red Squirrel on the stump of the 

snapped tree in the front. But I took that out and put in the Turkey, which is a lot better. 

I admit that I do miss the red squirrel. There is a Walnut tree nearby too, one can see 

their covered nuts on the ground. It is probably the tree behind the second Turkey, 

down closer to the water. The one on the left side might be a Yellow Birch, I am not sure. 

  

 

Eastern White Pine, 2015-2018 

This Pine is near the old site for the Colosseum, near Peninsula, which has been torn 

down for many years and is now a wild field. This White Pine, still fairly young, is the 



most conspicuous tree there. I have not seen any but I have heard that there are 

Meadowlarks in this field. It is a common bird out west, but is rare here. I once woke up 

to one singing in the Cheyanne reservation.  

The next painting needs a bit of an introduction. I have been watching a group of White 

Pines in Cuyahoga National Park for some years. I did a portrait of them in 2011, when 

they were still healthy. They are on a ridge and there are at least 25 of them, probably 

more. They begin dying off some years back, and now the oldest and strongest of them 

are dying too. Two of them are shown here. I expect they will all die. Ive had the park 

told about it, even told them concretely, what they should do, but they care little for 

what they should care about. You can see here the White Pines grow to the right along 

the ridge. They are behind the Sweetgum tree, which is the main thing in this work. The 

White Pines go back in space to the right of the Sweetgum.  

I am very sad about these trees all dying, all getting sick. It seems the have a virus or 

bacteria, maybe caused by global climate change. Will the rich be punished for killing 

them? Probably not. Do they deserve to be, yes, probably. Walruses are dying on Islands 

because the rich are heating up the planet and the Arctic and Antarctic ice are both 

melting. There seems to be a strange unwillingness to prosecute the rich. They are 

killing off nearly everything. Mostly the poor are prosecuted. The rich think they are 

beyond the law. It is very much as if this were not happening even though it is. 

  



 

White Pines and Sweetgum Tree  

2011 

The die back of the White Pines has some of the characteristics of the Fungal Blight 

common in the eastern states. The University of Massachusetts, division of plants 

labratory, Dr. Ncholas Brazee writes "Four needle blight fungi in particular have been 



identified as the principal pathogens associated with white pine needle blight in the 

region (Wyka et al. 2016) and include: 

1. Lecanosticta acicola (formerly Mycosphaerella dearnessii) 

2. Lophophacidium dooksii (formerly Canavirgella banfieldii) 

3. Bifusella linearis 

4. Septorioides strobi" 

The same conditions of excessive rains in May through July, and then raised 

temperatures through a much drier August through December have characterized recent 

years. The last year, 2019 was one of the wettest springs on record and last fall there 

were still many green shrubs and trees until the beginning of January, indicating 

excessive warming. This happened in 2020 too. This may indicate the one of the four 

listed blights above were present and are killing the White Pines, The needles are now 

brown and falling like rain in the winds. I have seen other White Pines miles away that 

are dying young too. 

"Evidence now suggests there is a strong link between climate change and the 

increase in damage from needle blight pathogens of white pine. Using regional 

weather data, Wyka et al. (2016) determined that an increase in precipitation 

during the months of May, June and July — the time period when white pine 

needles are elongating — is positively correlated with damage from needle blight 

pathogens. However, as is the case with many conifer needle pathogens, that 

effect has a one year delay. For example, above‐average precipitation between 

May–July in 2016 would correlate to higher disease pressure in 2017." 

https://ag.umass.edu/sites/ag.umass.edu/files/content-files/alerts-

messages/2016_white_pine_update.pdf 

So it looks like Climate Change is killing off one of the most amazing and beautiful trees 

of the east coast of North America. Billionaires should not exist but because they do, 

these trees, and so much else, are dying of the disease of billionaires. They must be 

made to own up to this and many other atrocities. The trees are dying of Billionaire’s 

disease or Banker”s disease. The disease that is killing them is climate change and that 



can be stopped if billionaire profits are stopped. If Americans would stop electing or 

‘selecting’ people that kill things for profit, that would be good. The presidency and the 

Senate are a large part of the problem and should be considered for abolishment. It is 

clear that the U.S. government and court system is made for the wealthy classes,  

whoever one votes for. There are rarely candidates who are decent people who represent 

other classes and not just the wealthy ones. We do not have, nor did we ever have, a 

truly “representative” government. They are lying when they say that we have such a 

system. 

 

 



White Pine and Oak 

(Composite Image) 

The oldest tree in the above picture is the oak. It may be 200 or 250 years old. This is 

created from two paintings on this page. The White Pine might be closer but it is much 

younger. I am guessing but it can’t be more than 50 years old. The one two pictures 

above is called Eastern White Pine is done from life over a period of a few weeks. It is 

the same tree as appears fairly close to us in the painting above. I erased the back 

ground stretched it up some ways and put it in this blog. I added the White Pine to the 

picture below.  I made this image for fun. 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

Sweetgum Leaf. 



 

 Portrait of Heroes Wetland: Yellow Warbler 

(bachelor geese playing kill of the hill on a Sycamore snag. ) 

1998-2017 

 

When I first started going to Heroes the Sycamore trees were largely still intact. As the 

years past they became sicker and sicker until many had gone off entirely and they fell. 

This is because of excessive water. They were already dying but were finally killed when 



the park put in the drain that that controlled the water level at a higher height. Prior to 

that the trees, some of them, could begin to recover as the water level went down and 

grasses came back. The pond was a seasonal thing, not there in the summer and  bit of 

the fall, but very present in the winter and spring 

 

Pine Trees and Schizacyrium Scoparius formerly called Adropogon Scoparius 

The common name for this grass is Little Bluestem. This is an old field near the barn 

that I also did a painting of in the spring. It is a lovely site, it is on a hill high above the 



valley. In fact, I did the painting of the Black squirrel and the space of the valley there. 

 

 

 

 

 



This is partly an exercise in learning to tell winter trees by their bark. I was near the old 

barn and I made a long work of it, the one with my two kids in it. I spent many days, 

more like a few weeks, nearly a month, doing the barn, the tree study above and a study 

of pines.  

 

That is the Cuyahoga winding around far below in the Valley.  There are mostly Willow 

trees down in the Valley. The tree in front with the Downy woodpecker on it, might be 

an Ironwood. But Ironwood is fairly rare around here and has a squared off sections of a 

linear pattern on the bark which this one doesn’t have.  Indeed, I went back to this area 

nine years later and it was a Maple—not an Ironwood. The purplish tree on the left is 

definitely a Black Cherry, possibly a young White Oak  to the right, ---actually I 

discovered this was also a Maple, and that and the Vine on the green lichened Maple 

tree is probably a Grape Vine. I went there 9 years later and the Vine had killed what 

was evidently a lichen covered Maple tree. Interesting that the lichens had died too. The 

one with the burrs on it lower down the hill was largely grown nine years later and very 

healthy, it was also a Maple. I would not have guessed that if I had not seen the leaves 

on it. It is a problem to tell trees apart just by the bark in winter, but it is sometimes 

possible. I know a lot about trees, but clearly not everything, as indeed, there are much 

better than I on this. I thought the maples were Oaks or Ironwood. Not so. 

 



 

Crab Apple Tree and Old Barn 

  The flowering tree on the left side of this work is probably a crab apple. My son was 4 

and my daughter was about 9, when I started this.  

 



 

 

Crab Apple in Cemetery 

(1981) 

Here is another Crab Apple. This one is pink and white. This is an early drawing 

probably done when I lived near Coventry in 1981 or so. It was done in Lakeview 

Cemetery. That is a great place and one the memories of which go back to art school. 

The Garfield monument used to be black with soot and forbidding and rather scary at 

night to look at. The Rockefeller grave is also scary: one day I found a few cents put on 

the grave, as if giving the rich dead guy money would help the giver some.  Superstition 

is ignorance. Yes. There are some bad memories too. But most of the memories from 

that place are good. I saw the daffodils there, as well as many trees and statutes are 

everywhere. Cemeteries in general are good places to see many kinds of trees. 

 



 

Ocean Pine (Or Marine Pine) 

1988 

This is a young ill named Bishop Pine, (Pinus Muricata) in the fog on Mt Vision, above 

Inverness and near Point Reyes. I am guessing this one is about 12 to 15 feet tall. The 

name is an unfortunate one, as it is named after the Bishop of San Luis Obisbo Mission 

in Central California. This mission was started by Father Serra and built largely with 

slavery he created out of Native Americans, mostly of the Chumash tribe. Serra should 

not have been made a "saint" in 2015. He is also called the "Saint of Genocide" by some 

Native Americans, and he was an officer of the Inquisition and liked to whip his Native 

American labor. The objection to his "sanctity" is an ethical one. He is certainly no 

“saint”. The fact that the Church made him one shows how corrupt the church is. 

I like Ocean Pine,  and favor the removal of the name Bishop pine, as a slur on nature 

and on this pine. Ocean Pine is better than Bishop Pine and better than Dwarf Marine, 

as it always grows near the ocean. Ocean Pine. This is a simple common name, is 

innocent of the crimes of Father Serra, and the scientific name can remain. It has 



nothing to do with the Mission or with the slavery of Catholic culture at the time. 

Saddling a tree with Serra’s historical cruelty is inappropriate. 

 

 

 

Ocean Pine and Inverness Ridge 

1989 

This one I am using to illustrate how these paintings were mostly done. The way I did 

these works was somewhat loose and free to begin with. This is one of an Ocean Pine 

and Tomales Bay and beyond is Inverness Ridge from the Marshall side of the Bay.  The 

reddish-brown below is the salt grass in an inlet of Tomales Bay. That would be more 

detailed. The fog coming in would be more accurate too, as would the trees on the ridge, 

as well as the Ocean Pine itself. There are not many Ocean pines on the Marshall side of 



the Bay, this is one of them. A few manage to migrate over there. Notice that the ocean 

Pine is already well done, even though it is just begun. It is clear it is going to be a 

portrait of that tree. 

I have thought about trying to finish this one, but as yet have not touched it at all. It is as I did it, 

probably in 1988. It shows how I started most of these works from life, freely, and with a lot of 

gusto. 

 

 

Douglas Fir 



 

Two Barn Owls on a Branch. 

(1997-2oo5) 

 

 



 

Douglas Fir 

1986 

 

This is an image that I have adapted from the one below. The one below shows the 

Douglas Fir tree with an Acorn Woodpecker. It is rather schematic. I lived in Inverness 

Park then. The Acorn Woodpecker is a “cooperative breeder” which means that it often 

builds its granary and nest with more than one bird of the opposite sex. This makes the 

raising of babies a fairly complex matter. They do it “cooperatively”. They also sustain 

and use the granary trees they make together. This one is in a Douglas Fir tree, but there 

are Acorn Woodpeckers who nest in a variety of trees, Ponderosa Pines, as well as 

telephone poles.   

 

An Acorn Woodpecker nesting area and Granary tree area, --they are usually the same 

thing—is a very noisy place. I worked at St. Eugene’s Monastery for season and was 

called to do this or that there for a few years. Mother Barbara was to head nun there. I 

quite liked her. She was a good woman. The nuns were used to the Acorn Woodpeckers 

loud noises. I was glad of that. 



 

 

Acorn Woodpecker and Douglas Fir. 



 

Acorn Woodpecker and Granary Trees, (1998-2020) 

 (Douglas Firs) 

This is less schematic and much better I think. It shows where I worked, more or less, 

behind the Church. I did not paint the Church. I often looked down over the Valley 

though, and this is largely from memory. I watched the birds a lot and grew very fond of 

them and their trees. I am amazed that all the Acorns they put in the granary trees does 

not seem to have damaged the trees at all. 



 

Young Douglas Fir and Coyote Brush 

1987 



 

For years I thought this was a pine. There are some aspects of the Douglas Fir that are 

more like a pine, such as the cones hanging down, or pendulous. It is not a true fir, as 

has been shown through genetic studies. This is not to say anything bad about it. They 

are still the tallest living thing. One was found in the 1920’s (1924) that was 390 feet tall. 

The largest coast redwood is 379 feet. 

 

 

 

 

Female Elk  and Monterey Cypress in Fog. 

1986-2016 



 

There are not many of these Cypresses trees around. One sees them more often around 

Monterey and Carmel. It is nearly 180 miles down to Monterey from Point Reyes. This is 

an area south than these Cypresses near Pierce Point in Point Reyes. When I thought on 

this work in 1986 I originally saw a White Deer, namely the Fallow Deer, which was 

colonized into California in the 1940s. The original was not an Elk, in this painting.  It 

was originally done with the European deer. I did not know then that ten were imported 

deer bought from the San Francisco zoo by a rich guy, who then let it go in what would 

become the National Seashore of Point Reyes. There were many Fallow deer in Point 

Reyes. There was an attempt to kill them all off from helicopters, as they did to people in 

Vietnam, but that failed, in both cases. Many were killed, in both cases.  

 

Here is the original work.  

I think it is better now that I have changed to Follow Deer into an Elk. 

Though the original color combination was  very pleasing. 

 



 

 

This is a rather  idealistic  image of the Fallow Deer, which I did for my cousin. It is a 

Buddhist image, more or less. I like the Landscape in it. It reminds me of the area in 

Point Reyes near the sea a little south and west of the park headquarters. I camped there 

in August or September, 1988. This is based on that time. I was trying Buddhism around 

that time. I gave up on it eventually.  There was very little about religion I did not expose 

myself to. The grasses are the color they would turn in the late summer  or fall. 

 



 

This might be a native California Willow tree, I am not sure. Perhaps of the Palo Verde 

variety. 

It was interesting to do this work, as I learned while painting all these grasses that the 

Cottontail Rabbits like to hide in the thick bushes, away from Hawks or predators of all 

kinds. There are some very thick bushes along here, close to the river where they get lots 

of water. 



 

Barred Owls in Forest 2005-2017 

 

There is a Beech tree on the left. That is the one with the Owl in it. The knarled tree on 

the right may be a Cottonwood. I am not sure. The tree near the exact middle is a Black 

Cherry. 

 

 

 



 

Yellow ( Sugar) Maple 

My son was maybe nearing 2 and my daughter was 6. That is 9-10 years ago. He can’t 

yet use the petals of the trike so she is pushing him. We have often taken sap from this 

tree with a Spyle and boiled down maple syrup from it. It was tasty stuff. 

 



 

Maple Leaf 



 

Redbird and the Ill named “Columbia Run” Creek. 

 

I like the woods is this little work. The creek also is well done. This is Columbia Run 

badly named perhaps. Columbus was the creepy guy who killed millions of First Peoples 

on the Island of Hispaniola, according to Bartolome Las Casas, who witnessed the 

events he describes. 



 

Cherry Tree in Cemetery. 

2013 

This is a little cemetery near my house and my two kids are running around a Cherry 

tree I painted there. This is spring and that is Forsythia blooming yellow in the 

background, like the cheery tree. This is not a painting about death, it is about the 

overcoming of death through art and children. 

 

The Weeping Cherry tree, such as my mother had,  is a hybrid tree, not very real to some 

people. I do not mind this. My mother had one and I saw Mourning Dove nest in it. 

Splicing together tree trunks with a different tree and then growing it is not a bad thing 

to do. It is not genetic engineering. It will not reproduce itself like that, anyway.  



 

 

Redbud Tree 

3/2012 

This is a wild Redbud tree (Cercis Canadensis) in the National Park. There are a number 

of them in this area, which not many people see as it is out of the common way. There is 

a pond across the street and an abandoned house which apparently the park bought and 

left empty. The Redbud is an interesting tree, it is the only native tree in North America 



that I know of, which grows its flowers along the branches themselves. This is called 

“Cauliflory” which means ‘stem-flower’ and is common outside the U.S.  in plants such 

as the Papaya or the Cacao, or chocolate tree, and maybe the Coconut, where the flowers 

and fruit appear on the trunk. In the Amazon there is the Brazilian Grape tree. These are 

all relatives of the Redbud. 

 

 

 



 



 

Apple Tree 

 Point Reyes 1988 



            I saw two Black Tail deer eating apples ne day on the tree that was next to highway 

one to Inverness. I noted it and went back to paint it. I worked on the tree first and 

that took some days and then did the deer. 

 

 

 

 



 

Sycamore over Chippewa Creek 

2011 

The mouth of Chippewa Creek is just beyond the cliff there: it flows into the Cuyahoga. -

--- it is beyond the pine that clings to the edge of the cliff that the creek has made. The 



Sycamore clings to the creek side too. The Sycamore is a favorite tree that gets very 

large, 100 feet tall and grows near or on water, specifically, near streams or rivers. It has 

interesting seed balls, which hang down on the beautiful branches like earrings, which 

the Goldfinches love to hang on and eat in the spring. In Southern Ohio the sycamores 

grow very large along the Ohio River and mix with the stars at twilight in lovely ways. 

This is a picture by itself though I have only painted it in words. It is something I saw 

many years ago, in fact, and have never forgotten. Several great old Sycamores, over a 

hundred feet tall, near the art school in Marietta and with white branches at the top 

reaching up into the late twilight blue sky full of glittering stars.  



 

Sycamore and Blue Heron on Rocky River 

Detail of Barn Swallow painting 

This is at the beginning of Little Bird Lane nearby Heroes Wetland is to the right. These 

two very tall Sycamores are rooted right next to Rocky River. The Black Bridge that goes 



up to the hospital is behind us. The Blue Heron is somewhat hidden, on the left side of 

painting a way above the top point of the Barn Swallow’s wing. The sycamores hang out 

over the River quite far. This is characteristic of the trees, which are water loving and 

often can be found in this area along the rivers and wet areas of Ohio. They are not like 

the Cypresses of the south which have protection against water that rises up the trunk 

and lowers. Peter Wohlleben mentions speculation that the Bald Cypress may have 

adapted to the wetness by the bottom of the tree—its “knees”-- letting oxygen be carried 

down to the roots. If the water climbs too high on the trunk, the trees will die. I have 

seen this happen to Sycamores which do not have this adaptation.  Sycamores do seem 

to live in water up to this height, however. This all may be merely speculative. Someone 

needs to measure this much more. 



 

Owl Flying over Inverness Ridge 

1988 

 



 

I am looking from down near Tomales Bay one the west side of the Bay. I am looking up 

toward Inverness Ridge. There is an Owl,, probably a Great Horned Owl, flying over the 

pines or Douglas Firs. 

 

From the Window in Inverness Park 

1986 

 

For a short time I lived at Inverness Park. This is down the Bay on the same side and 

closer to the place called Whitehouse pool. That is where Lagunitas Creek turns and 

heads in the same directions as Tomales Bay. I lived in an old house up the main road 

from the store, restaurant or café that was there. It changed often.  The owner of this 

house was a lawyer from Larkspur. He already rented the first floor and the third he 

retained for himself. I only lived there a few months but he never came, thank goodness, 

and so  I was able to sleep up there occasionally, as it was much warmer up there, and 

empty. It got very cold more than once. The third floor was not separated from the 



second floor. There was an open stairway. So I am not surprised he never came. I am 

only surprised he was willing to show what a bad man he was, keeping his options open. 

I did this painting from the window of the trees on the opposite ridge. It looks far better 

in person. You can see that my main interest was a delicate clouds that went by the 

silhouettes of the trees. It was the fog coming in of course, but I had never seen it from 

this angle and it was really lovely. 

 



m  

Moonlight on Redwoods 

1988 

 

This is another lost work. But at least I have a decent image of it. It shows a native man 

before European people or Africans came to the U.S. He is standing in a field filled with 

mist or ground fog and appears to be asking the sky or the moon for understanding. This 



is a real place and those are real redwood trees, the oldest certainly predates Columbus 

and his start of predation upon the First Peoples of the Caribbean, killing them for 

wealth and notoriety. He and his son were both bad men. It is a real mystery to me why 

people keep celebrating Columbus Day. He is not a man who should be celebrated. 

Trumps says that one should not be critical of our history, and accuses Howard Zinn of 

being a propagandist, but he is a racist killer and lies all the time. 

  



 

Redwood Trees 

This is the second of three paintings I did on the same theme. The original work was 

done near and Arabian horse farm, east of Tomales bay. I was quite a ways inland there. 

I did the first work in that field working under the moonlight. The second image I made 

after I realized I left the first in Bloomington Indiana, when I left there somewhat under 

duress and fear. I don’t think it was my fault I left it there or that it disappeared.   I had 

wanted to try this anyway. I changed the native man to myself and made it less colorful, 

more about the light. Indeed, in various ways this is a value study, since there are few 

colors in it other than Prussian blue, ultramarine, green and white. It was done in the 

studio and form the study above.I did not think of it as a value study when I did it 



however. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Redwood Trees at Twilight. 

 

The third is what is now a series is this one. Color has returned. The twilight is coming 

down and the mist is much less than it was. The man, me, is much more in detail. I am 

wearing a short coat that was given to me by Jack Mueller, a poet I got to know pretty 

well, who unfortunately died several years ago. 

This is no longer about histories, as it began, but about looking at trees in the present. 



This is not to say that the first one of these is lesser than this one. Actually it might be 

better, objectively. It was done from life. It has experience behind it and a will to 

accomplish an end. The two above here has the latter but not the former. The first one 

has a lot of history at its basis too. I thought about it a lot in both cases.  

I say that they are both good, when I am being general. When I am being very specific 

the first one is better.  This is not to say that the last one is lacking somehow. It is just 

that I remember doing them both and the first one involved doing more than the other. 

It was a lengthy drive to get there. Once there it was hard to do it in the moonlight. It 

involved planning and thought. I remember the white Arabian horses. I remember the 

large field looked whitish under the moon. 

 

 

 

 



In this one I want to talk about the tree on the right side of the painting. It put it in for 

specific reasons. I called it the Multicolored Tree, and thought of it in capital letters. It 

was a real tree that was at Heroes Wetland 40-60 feet down from the little peninsula 

where the Geese nested. First I need to answer the question of why this painting 

includes a tree form Heroes wetland when this is Findlay Lake. Findlay Lake is many 

miles from Heroes.  To tell why I did this requires that I talk about “Sun and Sunlight” 

the poem of that name. I wrote the poem of that title back in 2003 ever some months. I 

spent years doing this painting. To some degree it summaries what is in the Sun and 

Sunlight poem.  I wrote an introduction to this poem, part of which states: 

In the end, light is not symbolic, and no one, certainly not any institutions, own 

its beauty. There is unfortunately no history of light and how it has been 

exploited by this or that system of power and knowledge. Even science has 

exploited light in awful ways, as in the atom bomb, which basically is a 

exploitation of the power that fuels the sun. Religion before science used light 

symbolism to subject the peasant masses to the aristocracy. My view of color is 

scientific, but still reserves the mystery of light as an opening for individuals—

including animals or all kinds-- to appreciate the value of having an existence on 

earth. This poem is an attempt to regain the right to be free of ideological powers 

and to be an ordinary man who celebrates a multicolored earth brilliant and 

many hued. It is an opened ended poem too, because it suggests that it takes a life 

time, or many life times to learn to appreciate the world of color and sense that 

religions denigrated for millennia. The poem is a ode to existence and to the 

rainbow that revolves at the moving horizon of color that rides around the earth 

at sunset, 24 hours a day. 

     This poem explores a complex of thoughts and self regrets, stories of how I 

changed my mind and learned from my experiences.  Poetry should not exempt 

itself form critical thinking either. Why not write about history and ideas, and 

how the mind can learn to see the world in a new and exciting way that denies 

such tired and archaic giants as Plato or Dante. I came to experience color as a 

joy of life without mediation from churches or institutions who have tried to steal 

light and color as symbols of their power: that is what this poem is about. It is a 



refusal of traditional and spiritual ideas about color. It does not deny Newtonian 

ideas, but claims Newton's  notions were extremely limited. Light is not religious, 

not transcendental. I want to take light back from those who stole it. I want to 

give it back to the trees and the eyes of animals. 

So the “multicolored tree” is really this. It is an actual tree that I saw, not a symbolic 

tree. I am trying her to liberate color from the whole “Covenant” idea, the idea that the 

Rainbow is somehow owned by a god who does not exist. 

I myself have done symbolic trees—they are myths and so not really interesting. 

 

 

 

Inner lid of a box with poetry in it. 

 

This is a wooden box I made and decorated with designs I created in 1977 or 78. The tree 

is a symbolic tree, showing Ariel or the spirit of creativity, here changed into a female, in 

the tree. ( she is a he in the last of Shakespeare’s plays, the Tempest) It is a lovely image. 

But it is largely mythic or surreal in character.  I do not believe in this anymore. I see 

what it is now. I am not saying that the Allegory has no sense in it, it does, but it is not 

literally true. 



That said. What did I want to give back to the trees and animals? I wanted, and still 

want to support Existence itself. Multicolored existence. It is not merely a poem but an 

actual thing, a living breathing wish of a real person wanting to change the world into 

what he knows it can be, if people will only stop believing in the lies that retain power to 

themselves and give back to nature what has been stolen from it.  

 

The multicolored tree is based on a theory of color. I said in the essay on the “Sun and 

Sunlight” poem of 2003 that 

 

“I wanted to write a history of ideas about color in addition to writing a little 

history of my own rather complex and changing relationship theories of color. 

Moreover I wanted the poem to be autobiographical. I am an artist after all and I 

have had a long relationship to thinking about color.  In my early days  I watched 

the sun make rainbows on my eyelashes. I learned the Newtonian view of color in 

school, like everyone does. Later I studied the color theory of Plato, Dante, 

Newton, Goethe or Kandinsky up through 1980's, abandoning many of these 

theories after 1990 or so. Just as Erasmus rejected the ideas of Pseudo Dionysius 

the Areopagite, I too rejected metaphysical ideas of color. In the 1990's I finally 

came to understand that metaphysical ideas of color are delusional,  I returned to 

the actual responses of my childhood, when I celebrated color as a fact of the 

wonder of existence. I have thought about color for many years. But more than 

that, as is evident in my art, I love color deeply.  It is a colored universe we live in, 

primarily, and not the colorless grey world invented by the mathematicians. We 

live on earth that has evolved over millions of years and color and light are deeply 

enmeshed in our evolution.  Poetry has largely ignored this vast subject. Here I 

try to talk about it.” 

The multicolored tree is an example of this. It is true it could have been a colorful 

Chameleon, a sunset, a Weedy Sea-dragon, to use some outstanding examples. But a 



tree is a natural choice because it changes color with the temperature. It is not a rare 

thing, and it survives in this state for some time. 

“Color is about the wonder of existing, the amazement of being, the fact of living 

in a universe of light and hue and learning to love, honor and preserve this 

world  and all the beings in it is therefore the main purpose of our 

lives.  Honoring color is honoring life. 

That is what this poem, “Sun and Sunlight”, is trying to talk about, as best it can.” 

 

 

The Multicolored Tree 

(A detail of the Marriage Portrait) 

 



I mean science without cocky, corporate business suits--- 

I mean real inquiry, without science done to serve power, 

without university 'junk' science 

done to suit testosterone-poisoned hunters 

and corporate profiteers,--- 

I mean the kind of inquiry that makes 

mothers know what their child needs-- 

the wonder of the mind, colored dust of butterfly wings 

bright as aurora borealis, curtains of light 

spreading like a multicolored tree across the night sky. 

(From Odes to Science 1, Ode to our Lone Earth)  

I was quite enamored of this position, writing this praise of the Multicolored Tree and 

spreading it across the night sky. The painting in which the Multicolored Tree is painted 

has taken center stage in where ever we have lived ever since. 

 



 

Homeless Man 

2002-2016 

 

I worked on this last a few years ago. It was done originally in 2002 to express how bad I 

felt when Mom was taken out of her house by force by my brother. I show myself as a 



homeless person. I am not sure why I did that, though I think I know. It began a reign of 

terror that lasted certainly one year but more likely 2-5 years. My Mom had some kind 

of dementia and my brother has declared some years previously that he was going to 

“get revenge” on her for her supposed abuse of him, which in my view never happened. 

He was a sick man, who had a case of “manic depression”. I could see he was irrational. 

He ended up dying in the middle of doing this to her, and before he died I won a court 

case against him, proving that I should be caring for my mom, not him. This painting is 

how he made me feel: lost, alone, persecuted unjustly. In short I felt homeless. This 

painting makes a sad memorial of that. I overcame him and what he did to Mom. I took 

her off all the drugs, Depakote and Risperadol, he put her for a year. These are drugs 

which and old person should never be on unless they have Epilepsy, which she did not 

have. I got rid of the Tardive Dyskinesia she suffered from in her arm, and she was 

better off. She largely remained better off until she died in 2007. 

It was in the midst of or at least at the tail end of this period that I conceived of the 

theory of color and the Multicolored Tree. 



 

Fog Coming in. 

1987 

 



 

 

Palm Warbler 

 

Warblers feed from insects that live in or near trees. They are very fast and make various 

sounds depending on the species. This is a Palm Warbler along the end of Little Bird 

Lane, probably in early May, flying along in the trees looking for something to eat. 

 



 

Indigo Bunting 

1999 -2018 



These birds are everywhere in June and July in the parks. Once one learns their song 

one always hears them. The male is bright blue. More Ultramarine near on the head, 

more Cerulean on the breast and below. They are great singers and their song is good to 

know. This painting is about the singing but it is also about where it is singing, We are 

standing on the tow path and behind us is Heroes Wetland. Leaves and trees are 

everywhere, soaking up the light. 

 

 



 

Barn Swallow, Geese and Blue Heron 

(sycamore trees) 

2000-2017 



 

Clouds over an Oak 

2017 

This is a very small work, maybe 9 x 9 inches. What was fascinating about this spot and 

time was the fact of the space created by the tree under the moving clouds. The feeling of 

existence created by the space between the clouds and the trees. I was trying to paint 

this feeling of existence and space. It is a large, old oak tree. It has been there for a long 

time, probably since before the Civil War in 1860. When this tree was a baby there were 

no white people in Twinsburg, only Native Americans came thorough now and then 

looking for things to eat. Bears and Wolves both lived in Ohio then, as did Bison and 



perhaps Elk. There had been few invasive species either human, animals or plants.  So 

wildflowers were all native and were probably nearly everywhere. This is near what is 

now called Liberty Park in Twinsburg. It is hard to see how so many think they are made 

free by the changes that have been wrought. 

  

 

One tree is not a forest. A forest is everything there: the Flying Squirrel flying down from 

a Beech tree at night, or occasionally during the day, as I saw twice near here; the fungi 

growing under the tree; the Red Shouldered Hawk that flies over the squirrel who 

dodges being killed by spiraling around the tree. A forest is the fecund world of beaver 

ponds, mosses and lichens, wildflowers, Martens, Raccoons, Coyotes, Mountain Lions 

and Ermines, as well as everything else that lives there. When Cargill corporation kills 

Rain Forest in the Amazon for profit they do much more harm than merely kill trees, 

they kill everything, in a horrendous act of criminal and ubiquitous killing, and the 

entire company, board, and shareholders as well as the "free market" itself are all guilty. 

They pay nothing back and take for themselves the lives of others in the form of 



unearned money. The real work has been done by the vegetation and the animals. 

Human use them but rarely respect them. They steal from them. 

 

  

 

Beaver Swimming in the Cuyahoga River 

2012 

 

I have been studying trees for over 30 years and still know much less than I wish. 

Henry David Thoreau was born near to 200 years ago exactly, on July 12, 1817, as I write 

this in July 2017. He grasped the mystery of trees very well when he said 



 

“You are never so far in them as they are far before you. Their secret is where you 

are not and where your feet can never carry you.” 

This is less true than it was. Alotmore is known about trees. Trees are passive and 

vulnerable, at least on the outside, but when they are killed, our world is lessened, less 

taken care of, less fed with life giving oxygen, less shaded, less lovely, less full of birds 

and other animals, plants, mushrooms and wonders.  Trees are wild things, even when 

they are deformed and straitjacketed, as in the Gardens of Versailles or the streets of any 

big city, where they grow sickly on the beaten down soil and cannot root well or grow 

with health giving fungi on their roots. When the Sheriff of Nottingham is in control 

everyone is impoverished with excessive economic burdens, taxes and unjust gouging. 

Many are imprisoned or put in the stocks. Trees die forests die because of greed 

people,.When Robin Hood is in control, everything goes back to the common people and 

fairness reigns. The Robin Hood myth still reigns in our world. Henry notes that the 

making of money from wild Huckleberries is a kind of deforming atrocity. Henry writes 

on Aug. 6 1858 that 

I suspect that the inhabitants of England & 

of the continent of Europe have thus lost 

their natural rights with the increase 

of populations & of monopolies. The wild 

fruits of the earth disappear before civilization-- 

or are only to be found in large markets. The whole 

city or country becomes, as it were, a town or beaten 

common--& the fruits left are a few hips & haws. 

 

 



 

 

This is a little north of the painting above this one. This is another of the many bends in 

the Cuyahoga River. The trees are changing so it is October. It is late. It will be dark 

soon. Woodcocks do their sky dance and nest near here. This is near the Yellow houses 

which, for a number of years, has been that park headquarters. 

  



 

  

 

 



Yes. The rise of capital is the rise of the Sheriff of Nottingham.  Bankers rule the world 

with unjust speculations. They take from nature and give little or nothing back for what 

they gain. Being a banker is setting up and profiting unethically, making money out of 

money and doing nothing for it. Turtles do not have to pay for markets, nor do birds or 

trees. Nature's Rights is about common ownership, not just a human 'commons' 

but  freedom of access for all species. Bankers are hoarders who like vaults and keeping 

people out of their hoards. The government supports them, unfortunately, and they are 

huge now, it is said, “too big to fail”--but of course they think this but it does not appear 

to be the truth. It is a good idea to let them fail to punish them for their wild money 

making schemes and speculations. 

 

Amerika, wrongly named by a guy—named after himself--- who had never been here, 

Amerigo Vespugi,  soon become the land of slave owners dictating policy and laws that 

deformed the planet and made wealth, not health, the measure of prestige. All grows 

sickly. Money and land, especially land. This land and money should have been awarded 

to the ex-slaves who worked for it, real reparations should have been made in land for 

those that did 250 years of hard work, and certainly they deserved it. Reparations 

should have been given, still could be given, to the Natives or First People, who it was 

stolen from in fake treaties. Instead the lands and money were inappropriately given to 

former slave owners and speculators from the north, as well as Railroad men and 

Robber Barons. Hey greedily chained off or “surveyed” the  Western Reserve area of 

Native Land and stole it for Washington and other land speculators. Now it is the Real 

Estate marketers and Insurance carriers that carry the weight of this oppression. They 

need to be downsized, even demoted or taxed into a slight or non-existence. 

Reparations, land especially, need to be made at last to ex-slave and First People 

families.  

The few forests that are left are thus the sign of freedom that is left. I mean that the trees 

themselves are free. No people should be allowed to take trees anymore. They are not 

free to do that. The party of “freedom” is the Republican Party and unfortunately they 

abuse the freedom of other beings by taking their freedom from them. Freedom for 

them is the slavery of others. Redwoods are largely gone, 3% are left. They have 



destroyed one hundred percent of their “own” trees. 

 

Chimps live in trees, as do Bonobos. There is freedom in that, even though there are few 

Chimps or Bonobos left. We are 98 %  them, but we have forgotten it. We need to 

remember who and where we came from. It is not an “ownership” society, owned by the 

few too wealthy humans who own most of it. The world is clotted with overpriced cities. 

Cities are largely places emptied of trees and thus of memory. Trees are leaving us due 

to our own fault and greed. Markets corrupt congresses, the White House in the midst of 

it. Thoreau was right. 



 

 

Tree Twisted by the Winds 



 

This is the same pond that you see in many paintings from Point Reyes. I like this one. I 

remember doing it. It was probably August or September, 1988. I was half the age I am 

now, so it was 32 years ago. I was very impressed the wind came so strongly up Tomales 

Bay so often that this tree was like this permanently. Tomales Bay is right beyond the 

hill there, right beyond where they pond is, probably a thousand feet or a little more 

from where I sit on the ground in the late grasses. There was a lovely water plant in the 

water of this pond, which I caught just at the time it grew red and orange. The Tules 

were green and had gone to seed. It is getting ate in the day and the fog is coming in. 

You can see it playing on Inverness ridge.  

They allow hunting here now, which is awful. Hunters are usually very selfish people 

often Republicans, who like killing stuff. Indeed they have reduced entire species to 

nothing in a few cases, and largely forced other species near to extinction. If they have 

gotten better in recent years the notion that it is because of the hunters themselves in 

silly. It is largely because of game agents getting a liitle smarter, and not letting the 

hunters eliminate a given species.  Game agents know where they bread is buttered and 

if they let the hunters eliminate everything they will themselves have no work. There 

was no hunting there in 1988 that I know of. I saw some white tailed deer once or twice, 

maybe a few ducks and a few Egrets. I was there nearly 4-5 times a week for many hours 

each time. If one went there to hunt one could easily wipe out every animal that goes 

there. 



 

Portrait of Animals and Trees at Heroes 

This is another of the portraits of Heroes Wetland. There are various birds in the woods. 

There is the Red Headed Woodpecker, who occasionally came into the woods, but 



mostly was over the pond near its nest in one of the dead Sycamore snags. There is the 

chipmunk I studied near Heroes Peninsula which is almost visible to the left of the two 

human figures. There is the father Woodpecker and young one on the tree to the right of 

the deer’s head. The father is teaching the young one how to be a Pileated Woodpecker.  

In the light green area you can see Heroes Pond and a few Canada Geese in it. I would 

count the nests this time of year, in June. That is around when the babies goslings were 

born. The deer I speak of in the blog on some “Animals”. I became closer to this deer 

than any other wild animal. That is saying a lot because I got close with various Orioles, 

Canada Geese and the Barn Owls in California.  

 

I did a photo image of this before I put the figures in and to do so, I took the deer 

temporarily out. This is done on a computer. It does not look very good except on here. 

But I like the figures and the trees. The space is good. The figures from this distance are 

good. 

 



I like this image quite a lot. 

 

 

 

The trees around Heroes were amazing and I could talk just about those. I painted them 

quite a lot. The area above the deer in the painting above, for instance, occurs in 

 the work below. 



 

Maple Leaves, Tufted Titmouse 

 

 

Most, not all, of the trees on this side of Heroes pond are maple. You see them behind 

the Tufted Titmouse in the painting above. They are mostly younger trees. Heroes itself 

looks to be an old oxbow that was created by Rocky River. It appears to have been there 

for a long time. I do not know how long. The back lagoon was created by the golf course 



as there is a culvert pipe at the end of it, under a putting green. The wall of the river was 

made by the Metroparks and evidently sealed off the entrance to the oxbow that was the 

entry of water to the Oxbow. Later, in 2001-3 I think, the park put in another pipe which 

draws off the high water to the wetland and empties into the river. This is near what I 

call Little Bird Lane. 

 

The water used to empty out of Heroes in the late summer, leaving it largely dry, before 

the dyke was put in, and overflow pipe was installed. 



 

Squirrel Tail in Sunlight. 

1999- 2020 



This one I worked on again very recently. The figure was mysteriously looking the 

opposite way from the Squirrel. I didn’t dislike that, but it made more sense to turn 

me/him around. I tried to stay present at Heroes, which is where this is. As you can see, 

there is a large black Walnut on the left of the standing man, and the rest are maple 

trees of the same kind and from the same place at Heroes I put in the painting of a 

Tufted Titmouse. These independent stands of maples are lovely and all effort should be 

made to preserve them. Maples are the trees which give the northeast part of North 

America so much color in the fall.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

The light of seeking to know.  

 

     I can see the logic of the world and how it works. It makes for more sense to take 

from the rich and give to the poor. Why reward those who steal or take property merely 

because they have a lot of cash, which more often than not they did very little to get it? 



The current and recent regimes of power want to take form the poor and the middle 

class and give to the rich. It makes no sense. Yet how many go along with it? 

 

After the Rain; The Back Lagoon 

2001 

 

I call this the Back Lagoon because it is an area which few people see and it is narrow 

and long and curved at the end, like a lagoon. The opposite bank is covered with mostly 

Maples though there is a Cottonwood and a Sycamore mixed into this view. There are 

more of these further down. 



 

Nature’s Rights. 

You can see this is a Hawthorn tree, the front leaves on the upper right and left show 

this to be one. Especially the bent one on the right shows a Hawthorn leaf. She is 

protecting her babies using the thorns of the Hawthorn for protection. The name of this 

work is Nature’s Rights. 

  

 



 

Breathing with Deer at Dawn 

2000 

 

 

Another of the portraits of Heroes. This was in the woods at Heroes, in between Little 

Bird Lane and the pond at Heroes. I typically would walk down little bird lane and then 

turn off and head down to the sitting log area. Once many deer gathered nearby me, and 

it was chilly enough we could all see we were breathing together. I was standing near 

one of the big Sycamores  on my left and a Cottonwood on my right. It was autumn and 

the leaves were all changing, as I show, The river was is the distance, not far, always 

flowing. 



 

Oriole and others at Heroes 

1999-2017 



This is another of the Portraits of Heroes Wetland. It was a very lively place so long as it 

was not messed with by the park “experts”, bombed with Herbicides for 6 years or dead 

human bodies dropped off late at night. All these things have happened here, in fact. My 

records show that an Oriole had a family, a Green Heron a Snapping Turtle both lived 

here, and many other animals birds and insects found their homes and their lives here. 

I recorded where they lived and what they did over a few years. 

 

 

Bald Faced Hornet and nest. 

This is in the painting above. Maybe it is not visible but this is in the actual painting. I 

changed this to make it easier for the viewer. The Hornet is pretty big which means that 

it is quite a bit closer than the nest. When I did this I thought the actual Hornet was up 

around the Blue Heron maybe a little closer. The Hornet’s nest is a real thing that rarely 

leads to anyone being harmed, yet the whole hive thrives every year and hardly any 

humans know this or even think about it. 



 

Goldenrod and Ironweed 

2011 

  

This is a Cottonwood tree in a field a Goldenrod and Ironwood, in the National Park. 

Actually this Cottonwood has six or seven trunks though you can only see few of them 

from this side of the tree. There is a Goldfinch hidden in some Iron weed and a white 

Hedge Bindweed as well as the increasingly rare Monarch Butterfly, being killed off by 

Monsanto and farmers using herbicides or biocides.  I like this one and knew it was good 

when I did it. I like the Goldenrod and the purple Ironweed. I like the background too. 

The clouds were threatening rain later that day. I had already been there for hours 



working on this, and the sky was one of the last things I did. I saw the thick purple 

clouds and put them in. It also shows the goldenrod very well. It is a beautiful flower 

and one that is especially lovely in late September here in Ohio. It is worth taking off 

from ones busy life and going to look at it in bloom. It is worth doing this every year. 

 

I put this in because of the trees, not because of the goldfinch.  I have always thought 

that the Goldfinch is an especially beautiful bird.  You can see more on them here. ( this 

includes the Picture of a Goldfinches life, a poem.) This is the very lovely Chagrin Valley, 

We often went swimming near there . The river is behind us . They are mostly Maple 

and Oaks bend the painting on my wife and myself. in the background. That is what I 

wanted to draw attention to. It is a fairly typical day in September or the beginning of 

October. 

http://www.naturesrights.com/Goldfinches.asp
http://www.naturesrights.com/Goldfinches.asp


 

Foxglove is an irresistible plant. It doesn't grow invasively here. This is in my backyard 

and I am guilty of planting it. My daughter loved it so I showed her with it. It was fun to 

paint this with the forest in the background. Coyotes live back there and they are 

marvelous to listen to, in the spring and summer, when their babies are needy. The 



frame of this work is inspired by England and my knowledge of flowers there, as well as 

from a Persian carpet I once saw. It is a Shakespearean frame. 

  

  

 

Virginia Bluebells in the Woods. 



Locust tree in the front. There was more sunlight n the trees farther away. Only two of 

the trees are strait, all the rest are curvy or crooked. 

 

Black Willows and Beaver Den: Ohio 



Aspirin can be made for these kinds of Black Willow. I wonder if it even makes the 

Beavers feel better. I have no idea. Maybe this is why they made their lodge here? Those 

are Yellow Flags or Iris growing between the trees and in the grasses beside them. In the 

background I indicate some Phragmites, an Asian Reed or bulrush that is invasive and 

takes over many areas, including this one. It is a beautiful plant but is very destructive 

here and grows in dense thickets. I like the reflections of the willows in the water. The 

Beaver is a gardener, not meaning to be, perhaps, But, in fact, it makes any area well 

grown and lively, with many other species darting about and alive.. 

  

  

 A forest is not what silviculturists call a "forest". Silviculturists are merely technicians of 

logging companies, in short, professional tree killers. Asking them what a forest is, is 

like asking a 'pest' exterminator to tell you about the benign behavior of spiders. They 

cannot do it. Both are ignorant of what spiders or trees really are. They are interested in 

money, not trees or insects. 

The Amazon forest performs many important actions. Not only is it one of the biggest 

forests left, it is one of the most diverse, and everyday it is cut and burned the diversity 

decreases. Also it is important as a carbon reduction system that has a huge influence on 

earth's weather patterns, insuring rain and the cycling of oxygen. One fifth of the 

Amazon has been burned down to make pasture for hamburger cattle. Bolsonaros, 

another dumb leader, is having much more burned down, He also liked to cough into 

audiences, when the Coronavirus was everywhere. He ended up getting the disease. 

Trump wanted people to inject a disinfectant, which would result in that person’s death. 

Again pretty dumb idea.  Trump, and many in his administration, got the disease. This is 

the times we live in, where this sort of ignorance is rewarded with power. The voters are 

dumb and well reflected by their ignorant leaders. The U.S. government is utterly 

corrupt.   It is above all corrupted by its structure which makes it highly permeable to 

the ultra-rich and corporate lobbies and appointed apparatchiks, who insist on keeping 

the military very large so they can make huge amounts of money from it.   



 

 

Beaver Lodge and Dam: New York State 



  

Sorry to say that this beaver pond has been plowed down by bull dozers and diggers. The 

beaver that was there, and here pictured has been sold to who knows who.  The toxic 

effect of park administrators is just this. They have control of the natural world. There 

were at least twenty Beaver ponds on this road a few years ago and now most beaver 

have been sold away, most of the ponds have been ripped out, and the park is much 

more devoted to recreation that it was. As you can see this work was done quickly and 

faithfully from life on the corner of French Creek Road and ASP3 in Allegany state park 

in New York State. The trees there are lovely and this was a great pond. It was one of the 

best place to see all kinds of Beaver ponds in the eastern U.S.. I am nt sure it is anymore. 

Yes it is good, but the animals make it better. People make it worse. 

  

  

  



  

Introducing our Child to the Wild Forest 

 

I am not sure what the white flowers are in the lower right of this painting. Those are  

reddish or pink, wild Columbine growing next to them. 

 



 

From atop the Ledges 



Richard Powers writes about many of my favorite trees in his novel Overstory. He writes 

about the American Chestnut largely extinct. But one appears in this novel, in Iowa, far 

from the beetle that destroys it. 

One of his main characters says: 

"A healthy forest must need dead trees. They have been around since the 

beginning. Birds turn them to use, and small mammals, and more forms of 

insects lodge and dine of them than science has ever counted.......” [Something is 

] wrong with the entire field [of silvacluture], not just [in this college town], but 

nationwide. The men in charge of American forestry dream of turning out 

straight, clean uniform grains at maximum speed... she is sure these men who 

run the field will have to fall, next year or the year after" 

  

 Richard Powers, in Overstory condemns the whole field of Forestry of silvaculture to a 

greedy end, at last going under as people cease being speciesist killers of the earth, cease 

believing their self-serving lies and fabrications. The Forest Service never served 

anything but men who take and enrich themselves. National Forest land is a joke with 

most of it being cleared or slashed, and it not being "ours" at all but being taken, stolen 

really, by Logging corporations and interests. 

 I agree with what she says in this book. 

  

  

  

  



 

As I was doing this work this deer showed up and looked at me, so I painted her in. You 

can see the trees growing in bands. In the front line are some maples and a few pines. 

The second band is already in winter bareness, they maybe willows which are common 

down at te bottom of the valley Above them is mostly maples with some pines and 

hardwoods like oak or possibly Cottonwood or Oak at the top, still green. I don’t 

remember the title I gave it. I think I did it in 2013 or so. It is one of several times I did 

the hill and pond in the valley. 



  



 

Hillside in Late Summer 



 

This is the same hillside in late summer. The Queen Anne's Lace is out. It is thought of 

as a European plant, though my affection for it predates knowing that. I have always 

loved it. It is in the wild carrot family. I had my wife take a photo of me painting it so I 

could put myself in it too.  One cannot see the pond here, but it is there, where the reeds 

and cattails are a darker blue-green. You can see the various communities of plants if 

you compare both paintings. I called this painting Moonrise: Studying Green.  

Down towards the bottom of the painting is Chickory, and possibly a Burdock as well as 

some Little Bluestem  is orange and probably last summer’s growth. More Chickory near 

my legs and then further away the cattails, which indicate the pond. These different 

communities of plants are dry soil or wet soil communities.   

 

I wrote about this one in 2016. I said then: 

 

Beginning with the Beaver painting at CVNP, above, I spend most of the summer 

studying variations on the color green. One of the goals of the summer was to understand 

green better. It is a much neglected and abused color by many artists--- for instance, I 

once heard or read that the artist Robert Bateman said he does not like the color green, 

indeed, he said it made him sick. It seemed silly for an artist not to like any color, much 

less one as common as green. I have always thought all colors are wonderful. But then 

most of Bateman's paintings contain copious amounts of dull grey, for reasons unknown. 

I asked him once and he replied that that grey is "him", whatever that means. Colors pass 

through me rather as they do through water, and it is hard to understand a painter who 

does not see all colors as equal and luminous under varied circumstances and lights. I 

follow my kids who sometimes have said, when asked what their favorite color is, 

answer, "my favorite color is rainbow".  No doubt there are places in the world where 

there is little green, places such as deserts, the Arctic, or the middle of the ocean. But 

wherever there is abundance of life on most of the earth, there is a saturation of 

green.   When I say green I really mean the whole panoply of greenish colors, not just the 

mysterious Chinese green of jade, olive green, Peacock green , Malachite green or the 

greens of Ireland, Terre Verte green, or yellowish Spring greens, or even Yellow Warbler 

Green. These all exist, as does Daffodil stem green, lettuce green, spring willow green, 

pine tree green and countless others. Green itself is rainbow. 



The more I look at it the more I see in green. Indeed, all life comes from the chloroplast 

green of the diversity of trees. I remember the first time I thought about green in isolation 

was when I saw a painting by George Inness, perhaps 35 years ago. The name of the 

work is "Gray, Lowery Day", 1877.  It is a marvelous array of the most varied green 

vegetation I can think of, and some ducks in a creek. It also hangs in my mother's college, 

where she spent four of the happiest years of her life, so very likely she saw this work. 

There are other works by Inness and Monet that really liberate green from the dreary 

green used up until Inness and Monet. And then there were some Pre-Raphaelite works 

whose use of green is new and marvelous for their time. The marvelous greens in John 

Everett Millet's Ophelia or H.H. Hunt's The Hireling Shepard, where the green shadow of 

the trees illuminates the sheep, for instance. 

The background of such greens if of course in the Celtic green of the Ancient past, 

"England's green and pleasant land", as Blake called it, a green not yet put under the 

plow, the green of life in the British Isles before Christianity started squeezing life under 

the veil of repression and priests. Green was the color of life then, the color of what 

matters, the color of Spring and Summer and the Maypole festivals, life celebrations, the 

Midsummer Nights Dream. John Fowles summarized this greenness of being as 

symbolized by the "Green Man", a pagan figure still pictured in some British churches 

and a sort of hypertrophy. I am not inclined to symbols anymore. But having lived in 

England I know what green Fowles talks about in his writings. The May Greens 

of England are full of flowers and island life. The greens of Ohio are not too much less 

spectacular than those of England, indeed, they are even denser and more plentiful and 

less relieved by island clouds and cultivated fields everywhere. The greens of Ohio are 

wilder and taller in tree and shadow. Wildflowers blossom in the forest and soon 

the cicadas are singing. 

But yet I was not trying to evoke these magical English greens in my paintings. I was 

trying to evoke the magic of real greenery that lives in actual trees that I was looking at, 

in fact. Even the Foxglove painting with my daughter might evoke Shakespearean green 

in the border, it is not primary about England.  I did not need to go back before the 

ancient festivals to the origins of evolution itself, say, in The Carboniferous period, about 

325 milllion years ago, long before culture starts to deform reality.  This green, ordinary 

green, present in forests all over the world, has often been scary to 

more sedentary painters, and hard to record in writing. Part of the reason for doing this 

book, indeed, was to record nature in paintings that is just not possible in writing, writing 

being colorless and mental, rather than visual and concrete. One can record experiences 

in painting much better than one can do in one’s best writing. But since I can use both 

mediums, writing and painting, I think the result is truer to actual life and less abstract. 

John Dewey says in his book on art that good critical writing about art should  tend to be 

a survey. (Art as Experience. Pg. 321) There is truth to that. This is part survey and part 

autobiography, part philosophy and part social history.  

Leonardo was afraid of green and specifically cautions us against trying to paint sunlight 

falling through leaves, because it was too difficult to do. He only wants us to paint the 

sun side of leaves. We are not to stand behind the tree and paint it from the shadow side, 

https://www.georgeinness.org/A-Gray-Lowery-Day.html
http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/millais-ophelia-n01506
http://www.manchestergalleries.org/the-collections/search-the-collection/mcgweb/objects/common/webmedia.php?irn=269


he says. Yet I did this exactly in the painting below. Leonardo was right it is difficult to 

do this, but, it is precisely the transparency and very absorbent nature of leaves that 

makes leaves so stunning and interesting to me,,set against the sunlight. Leaves are the 

veritable face of life, without them there is no life at all. Leonardo, for all his brilliance, 

did not know this yet. 

Sunshine through leaves: 

the whole earth breathes because of these. 

So what I was driving at in my study of green in these works was an inquiry into the 

evolution of green. I was asking what is the evolutionary function of leaves? We know 

that leaves were adapted to accomplish the task or process of photosynthesis for trees. 

For years I have been looking at leaves as light gatherers, which they are of course, but 

only lately have I come to understand another function. They are darker than I used to 

think, except in Australia, which tends to be lighter green due to the prevalence of 

Eucalyptus trees, nearly 800 species of which exist there. They tend to be lighter green. 

The green outside of Australia and Indonesia is vibrant but if you look at plants in 

relation to the sky they are markedly darker than the sky, even in Australia. The intensity 

of the green color does not increase the dark tone of the color. Indeed, seen against the 

sky trees are invariably dark, often nearly black, as in my second Goldenrod painting at 

the top of this essay. The dark green of the leaves is absorbing precisely because it is 

dark. The green of trees is really the color that maximizes light gathering from the sun, 

namely the purple and red light that is important to the chloroplasts ability to turn water 

and sunlight into glucose. The green light is reflected and is evidently the ideal tone and 

color to do that.  The ability to absorb more light from the sun helps the trees do 

photosynthesis more effectively and thus synthesize or obtain more food.  Since humans 

would hardly exist if it were not for plants and green, it seems quite fitting to contemplate 

why green is so ubiquitous. Far from being sick of greens, I want to celebrate it and enjoy 

its infinite oxygen making variations, from black jade to milky celadon, and mustardy-

olive to emerald and opaline green. Even the light greens of Australia are welcome. 

There was Vervain at this site, which is hinted at in the lower right and Queen Anne’s 

Lace.  I love the latter, a plant in the carrot family. Obviously, my wife took a photo of 

me so I could put myself into the painting.  I could not very well paint myself in this 

position from life. I love Plein air work. I wanted to show what it is like to stand for 

hours in these environs. The title Studying Green at Moonrise, (self-portrait) is a little 

cumbersome, but it makes the point I wanted it to. It was wonderful to study the green of 

our world. The moonlit greens of twilight take on a certain Alpenglow from the luminous 

air. The blue green of the cattails, the living pale green hinted at the Queen Anne's Lace. I 

also wanted to show how the greens change with the amount of water the plants 

are getting. 

But all this beauty has its problems too. Unfortunately there is some Mulitflora Rose at 

this site, another invasive plant and my son, who is only three, cut his eyeball on a thorn 

here. We rushed him to the ER and had it looked at. It was fine and he healed quickly. 

But the experience taught us again how dysfunctional or health care system is and how 



the whole system is corrupted by Insurance companies, who are parasites of the 

system.  They are not needed at all, and should be eliminated. We need a National Health 

care system, like every other sane country has. It is unethical to profit from people's 

sickness as they do. They exploit and gouge and do all they can to take your money and 

give as little care as possible. So from the moonlit greens of wonderful summer days to 

the horror of the American health care system, such is our lives, and one must face the 

truths of each day as they arise.. 

You can see where I wrote about this here, you can see what I added: 
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My kids are making a dam here in Chippewa Creek in the summer of 2013. It is a warm 

summer day and I did this standing calf deep in creek water, my easel planted in the 

creek bottom and water before me. The point of view is a little higher than it actually 

was, I think because the water came down hill in the rocky area and tilted the whole land 

area up slightly, 

  

  

  



f  

Eagle’s Nest: Sycamore Pond Behind our House 

This is why I moved here, or one of the big reasons. This is a pond behind our house 

through the woods. These are mostly Sycamores before the majority of them fell down. 

Their deaths are thought to be caused by high water created by a Beaver who built a dam 

at the other end of the pond. There was a Heron rookery in these trees, with many 

Heron nests high in the Sycamores, until the Eagles moved in on the far side of the 

pond, and built a nest, as shown here. The Eagles started eating the Heron babies. The 

Herons left and moved across the Valley, where I did a painting of them. (below) They 



have since left that area too. I am not sure if the reason was further predation by the 

Eagles, or killing by people. I have heard gunshots. There are two Hooded Mergansers, a 

Great White Egret, a Red Headed Woodpecker, and two Eagles and their nest in this 

work. They were all seen at this site, among many others, including Canada Geese, 

various Swallows and Red Wing Black Birds. 

  



 

Heron Rookery 



  

This is a painting done from life, as are most of my works. It was done across the Valley 

from the above work. When we first moved here and perhaps until five years after, these 

birds were nesting at the pond, until the Eagles moved in and started killing them. They 

have since left this place too, where they went is unknown to me. These are mostly oak 

trees, though there is a small Beech tree lower. My daughter played in that Beech a lot, 

but I decided not to show her here. 

  

  

  

  

  

  



 

This is north of where I live. That is Common Milkweed in the front, along with New 

England Aster. There is a Pine in the central middle and beyond that is a pond which 



cannot be seen here. I  have seen Tundra Swans, Hooded Mergansers and Great White 

Egrets in the pond during fall migration time. All three species are fairly unusual around 

here. The national park is a great stop over place for them.  

 

I have also seen Snow Geese, each in successive, small flocks, flying North along the 

Valley in early spring or south in the fall.   

  

  

  

 

Barn Owl Flying 

This shows Coyote Bush, and various pines, including the Ocean pine. It is behind me in 

the painting, formerly called the Bishop pine. The afternoon fog is coming over the hills 

near Inverness, and the sun is beginning its decent into night. The Barn Owl is the one I 



found the dead feathers of. It is alive here and flying away from a human, me. I dressed 

like that pretty often, dark corduroy pants and a dark blue long sleeved sweatshirt. 

 

Light Through Trees 

I do not know what kinds of Pines of Firs these are, but I think they are beautiful. 

Of all things, sunlight through trees maybe the most beautiful. 

  

  



 

 

 

This is a rather large work for me. 36” x24”. There are a few larger ones, but this is about 



as big as I get. This is from Stinchcomb’s hill where there is a memorial to him. The river 

is not visible quite this much now, but nearly so. My wife and I took a ride down the 

river in an inflatable raft in this section of the river. I spent a lot of time studying Indigo 

Buntings, Goldfinches, and New Aster up there, among other things. I later thought of 

this painting. I may do others. The river, White Pine on the left, the yellow and brown or 

ochre tree on the left are all later additions. I like it quite a bit. It shows the valley as it is, 

deeply carved over a long time by the river. It is in the autumn, when the trees are 

especially lovely. 

  

  

  

 



Chickadee and HighBush Cranberry 

I have always liked this work, partly because I have always liked Chickadees, and the 

Wild Cranberry. It is edible and was used by the Native Americans as a food. (Viburnum   

trilobum) Behind the chickadee is a Scotch pine and to the left of the berries is a Beech 

tree.  I am not sure what the other trees are, there is not enough detail.  

 

  

 

Downy Woodpecker 

2000 



 I include this one because the area behind the bird is mostly winter Beech twigs 

branches, and leaves. 

  

 

Firelight 



2015 

 

There are many trees around our house, here are a few of them, The two that are closest 

to us making marshmallows are Silver Maple. The others in the front are Norway 

Spruce. We had the Silver Maple cut down in sept. 2020. The Red Belly then the 

Starlings nested in it. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 



 

Making Frames 

2014 

 

This is a small work I did in the winter a few years back. I like the contrast between the 

outside and the inside. Warm and cool. It is a bit of a painted poem I think. 

On the left behind the garage is a Black Cherry tree, which came down in a storm and 

knocked into the Locust tree in the right, It took off some sizable branches. I saw it fall 

to the right. 

 



What follows is a poem about trees which complements what I have already written 

about them. 

  

  

  

 

ODE TO FORESTS 

1. 

I had been a teenage sailor too many months 

on the Great Lakes, land-lonely and homesick 

and finally touched earth near Marquette, Michigan 

to stand among white birch trees around me 

I fell to the leaf quilted ground  

and there hugged the trees--- 

these keepers of the land I missed. 

this so deeply missed soil and life upon it.  

 Yes, I am a “tree hugger”- I am not nor will 

l ever be ashamed of it. 

First time I felt the earth is more than mother, 

it was dear lover too and food that makes my flesh—it’s part of my skin-- 

That is why I am jealous of Forests 

jealous of green arms reaching unmolested into sunlight 

jealous against the frightful greed that fells them.  

Trees are mist makers of weather’s moistured management 

keeping the earth’s living envelope breathing. 

Let all our green peoples stand tall 

and keep out your damn saws  

away from these emerald forests, 

providers of oxygen 



that feed the lungs of all breathing things. 

Keep your damn slashing inside the axes. 

Keep your flames hidden in matches 

and stop the forest’s burning, 

 ---- you can see the Amazon burning from outer space, 

fueling the growth of another stupid city 

it were better we did not live in. 

Damn Logmovers twist redwoods like toothpicks 

and loggers cut down eons of wild history 

for some cheap cash-cattle and meat-cows 

and turn real forest wealth into a wallstreet deserts. 

Unbelievable publically privatized wilderness 

clear cut in speculative gambles. 

Gone then gambol of Elk and Otters 

between the ancient Sitka Spruce 

gone the Live-oak leaning 

into a child climbing its trunk, 

gone the Hickories I have loved 

These were my green peoples standing tall 

you have killed. 



 

2. 

I remember once under the glass flute 



song of the Hermit Thrush in Canada’s forests. 

I heard the Varied Thrush, 

more like a glass harp 

in Glockenspiel winds, 

these wondrous Mozartian birds 

singing trills into the white-wine lavender 

of the Redwood evening’s green aurora,  

a mantle laid around my shoulders 

like a shroud of morning forever belonging here 

same as ten thousand years ago 

and me in the midst of it like finally 

was where I meant to be when I got lost years ago---, 

It was after my heart attack— I wanted to be at last 

among the last remaining redwoods 

lonely for these last trees in days that might just be my last 

finally alive with the deepest life I have loved 

being here in this forest place I always longed for ..  

home at last. 

 

Ive seen these beloved trees grow species of banana slugs 

large as real bananas and 

cherry red rhododendrons not far from nearby 

Oxygen rich seas where Whales leap— 

and this is our earth 

where all these green peoples wish to stand, 

holding onto the fog shrouded hills dripping moisture. 

Do not forget what matters--- 

you know these Taiga secrets only wolves know--- 

you know them too, in the dark-- 

under the lustrous opal rainbow borealis 

where the Milky Way 

reminds me of Forests where I ran with my white dog 



and other Forests where I slept under choruses 

of whippoorwills, next to Trillium creek 

and the Dogwood blossoms floated on life rafts 

like stairs above a dream listening to spring Toads trilling 

the beauty of earth singing the song of life. 

 

I say the names  of ones I have loved: 

Hickory, Beech, Oak, American Chestnut. 

Magnolia, Tulip-tree 

Sycamore, Cottonwood, Redbud, 

Sequoia Sempervirens, Manzanita, Madrone,  

and me a wind and a green mist in their branches 

green water at their roots,  

green stones in the streams 

and so in memory forests gone and still to come 

in hope that all these green peoples will stand tall again, 

We give our new baby son a precious name 

in praise of trees we call him after the Forest Rain. 

Forest rains make the whole world breathe. 

Let forest rains bring the forests back.  

Forest Rain, rain on us, make us grow, 

bring new life to the failing earth 

and stand tall together 

viridian, terre verte, sap green 

with all these leafy peoples: thrive. 

 

. 

May- December 2010 

 



80.Trees 

Know one really knows them 
far more ancient than us, 
standing eons of patience, 
So vulnerable now to tree killing machines 
much more harmful than the stone axes 
of thousands of years ago. 
Even the oil gluttons do not acknowledge 
their theft of Carboniferous trees or their debt to them,-- 
they owe the earth their wealth. 
But pay no taxes to these past giants, 
never pay back what they owe 
but merely rape and pillage what is not theirs. 
So much life in them now becomes pollution. 
Who pays attention to the dying of the trees? 
Autumn trees ruined by global warming 
which itself is created by CEO’s 
stealing the beauty of the land 
to fill fat pockets with profits 
which they refuse to share. 
Fat parasites of Trees, 
trees dying of their greed. 
The smoke of slashed giants over the Amazon 
is visible from outer space. 
Whole Forests out west dying of excess ultraviolet light. 
Ash borers, so many tree diseases 
brought on trees stressed 
by global warming and pollution. 
My daughter and I have been studying tree diseases. 
Dead White Pines in the National Park 
Capitalism is human centered 
and it kills all that is not human, 
oceans, forests, enclosing all in a TV/computer 
world of phones, advertising and markets. 
Down they come crashing 
in clear cut wounds, like litter or scars 
spread across Washington State, 
Oregon, China, Brazil or Maine landscapes 
Forest Service merely a euphemism 
for BLM, Bureau of Logging and Mining. 
Forests turned into megabucks for CEOs 
who sit there stealing money 
from plants and trees they did not work for, 
nor understand. 
Cargill and Weyerhaeuser make billons, while the world 
starves of oxygen and the weathers are disturbed. 



Redwoods nearly extinct on “private” land 
and the few remaining trees, 3% or the original 
growing wan in CEO created droughts. 
Vulnerable stands and forests exposed 
and helpless to human devastation. 
Trees have standing and were here long before us 
but humans have no respect for that. 
English Forests nearly all gone 
All across Europe, gone, Africa cut down, 
North America cutting them down 
everywhere cut down, gone. 
Say their names again, and again: Douglas Fir, Redbud, Cottonwood 
White Pine, Bristlecone Pine, Ocean Pine, Paper Birch, 
Yellow Buckeye, Live Oaks, Black Oaks, Pin Oaks, Scarlet Oaks, 
Magnolia, Black Cherry, 
Ponderosa, Mahogany. Manzanita, Madrone, 
Sequoia Sempervirens and Gigantea, Ironwood, Basswood, Cedar, Wimba, Ficus, Brazil 
Nut, Lapuna, Bamboo, Baobab, Marula, Dawn Redwood, Acacia, Eucapyptus and so, so 
many more…  

 

From Point Reyes Poems and Pictures, #80 

 

 


